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By Mrs. Gray of Framingham, petition of Barbara E. Gray for
legislation to provide an alternative method of regulating major subdivisions. Local Affairs.

tEfje Commontoealtfj of iHatfgatfjuictt*
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Six.

An Act to

provide

an

alternate method of regulating major

SUBDIVISIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1

SECTION 1. Chapter 40A of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting following Section 9 thereof the following
Sections 9-A through 9-D inclusive:
Section 9-A. Upon acceptance of these sections 9-A through
9-D inclusive, any city or town may adopt amendments to the local
zoning by-law or ordinance declaring certain subdivisions and
developments to be major subdivisions and developments or
developments of regional significance, as further defined below,
and provide that they shall be exempt from the operation of the
subdivision control law, chapter 41 of the General Laws, and that
they shall be allowed only upon issuance of special permits, and
that the planning board or other agency exercising the power of
subdivision control in such city or town shall be the special permit
granting authority for this class of special permits. The local
zoning ordnance or by-law shall specify the size and other characteristics of major developments, major subdivisions and develop-
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family or two-family houses or at least one hundred dwelling units
in other than one- or two-family houses, or such greater number as
the local by-law or ordinance may specify, whether or not the
entire area is to be subdivided or developed as one or as several
projects.
A major non-residential subdivision or development shall comprise a vacant area or an area designated for redevelopment,
capable of accommodating under the applicable zoning at least
60,000 square feet of gross ground floor area if the zoning allows
commercial uses, or at least 100,000 square feet of gross ground
floor area if the applicable zoning allows only storage and distribution or warehouse and manufacturing uses, but not retail sales or
services, or such greater gross ground floor or building coverage
area as the local ordinance or by-law may specify, whether or not
the entire area is to be subdivided or developed as one or as several
projects.
A subdivision or development of regional significance shall

comprise a vacant area or an area designated for redevelopment,
capable of accommodating under the applicable existing or proposed zoning at least three hundred sixty dwelling units or at least
300,000 square feet gross ground floor or building coverage area of
commercial, institutional or industrial uses, or, if the vacant or
redevelopment area is capable of accommodating a major subdivision or development as defined in the preceding paragraphs and if
any part thereof is within 200 feet of any municipal boundary,
wetland or more than 50 acres, great pond, mean water line of the
ocean or any tidal or navigable river, limited access state or interstate highway, site on the National Register of Historic Places,
recreation or conservation area of more than 50 acres owned or
controlled by the Commonwealth or by any county or special
district, airport or a military or residential care institution occupying more than 50 acres and owned or operated by the United
States, the Commonwealth or an authority thereof.
It is the legislative intent to simplify and streamline the regula- •I
tory process for subdivisions and developments designated as
major or ofregional significance by the local ordinance or by-law,
to make the process more responsive to local growth policies, and
to reduce the number of separate submissions and approvals,
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59 delays and uncoordinated requirements. Ordinances and by-laws
60 and the rules and regulations of special permit granting authorities
61 applicable to subdivisions and developments that are major or of
62 regional significance shall, therefore, provide for a single compre-63 hensive application and a single comprehensive special permit by
64 the special permit granting authority, and for the referral by said
65 authority of plans and other required data to the board of health or
66 health officer, to the conservation commission for findings under
67 section 40 of chapter 131, and to other local, regional or state
68 agencies having review or review and approval functions.
69
If the conservation commission determines upon referral to it of
70 the application and plans that any part of the proposed subdivi-71 sion or development is subject to section 40 of chapter 131, it shall
72 so notify the applicant and the special permit granting authority,
73 and the required public hearing called by said authority shall be a
74 joint hearing with the conservation commission and shall be so
75 identified in the hearing notice.
76
Any pertinent conditions or requirements of any order of condi-77 tions issued by the conservation commission pursuant to said
78 section 40 of chapter 131 and any conditions or requirements of
79 the health board or officer shall be incorporated in the plans for
80 the proposed subdivision or development or in the special permit.
81 If the commissioner of natural resources acts subsequent to the
82 issuance of said permit in a manner affecting the conditions there-83 of, such action shall be a reason for the revision of the special
84
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permit.

Conditions for the issuance of special permits for subdivisions
and developments that are major or of regional significance shall
be in harmony with the objectives stated in section 2A, chapter
808, acts of 1975, and with section 81-M, chapter 41, as most
recently amended. Except as specifically or generally provided
herein, and to accomplish the intent of paragraph five of this
section, the provisions of section 9 and of the other sections of this
chapter 40A shall be applicable to special permits for subdivisions
and developments that are major or of regional significance. No
notice of public hearing on such special permits shall be sent to the
planning boards of the abutting cities and towns, except for developments and subdivisions of regional significance, but
notices of
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such public hearings shall be sent to the departments of natural
resources and of public works, and to other departments or agencies of the commonwealth, whenever it appears that such departments have review or approval function with respect to the land
under consideration or the proposed development. Such departments shall whenever possible transmit their findings or approvals
in time for incorporation in the special permit. Departmental
regulations shall be modified to facilitate this procedure.
Section 9-B. The special permit granting authority for major
and regionally significant subdivisions and developments shall
adopt, as provided in section 9, rules relative to the issuance of
special permits for these types of uses. Such rules may include or
incorporate by reference appropriate portions of the rules and
regulations of subdivision control adopted pursuant to section
81 -Q of chapter 41, but the adoption of subsequent amendments of
said rules and regulations shall follow the same procedure as the
initial adoption of rules under said section 9.
Hereinafter major subdivisions and developments and subdivisions or developments of regional significance shall be referred to
as major developments.
The rules for major developments shall prescribe in addition to
the requirements of section 9 hereof that the plans for major
developments include sufficient information to reproduce the
location of any way, lot, property, easement or zoning district line,
water line, wetland or floodable area boundary, city or town
boundary, existing buildings and structures and other relevant
points or objects within the site or adjacent to it; to locate and
identify the size and material of existing and proposed paved
parking areas, underground lines for utilities, driveways, walks,
fences, freestanding signs, landscaping or screening, surfaces and
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127 subsurface drainage; to identify property owners within and adja128 cent to the site and the status of ways; existing and where different
129 proposed topography at not less than two foot contour interval
130 shall be shown; proposed buildings shall be shown, but the rules
131 shall not require that the location of proposed one- or two-family
132 houses be shown on lots intended for sale to individual owners, nor
133 shall the vegetation other than street trees be shown on such lots or
134 any other information which may be changed by such subsequent
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135 lot owners without approval by the city or town or the Common-135 wealth. The location, dimensions, areas and identifying numbers
137 or letters shall be shown for all existing and proposed lots. Prelim-138 inary architectural drawings may be required by the rules for all
139 permanent building over a certain size, excepting one- and two-140 family houses and their accessory structures. The rules may
141 require information on reasonable environmental and protection
142 measures, such as the control of air and water pollution, sedimen-143 tation and erosion, noise, inundation, traffic congestion and
144 hazards, waste disposal, and also on services and amenities for the
145 residents or users of the major development. However, no rules or
146 conditions of special permit shall prohibit or restrict a change in
147 ownership or relate to assessed valuation or taxes to be paid,
148 except as may be required by law for a particular type of major
149 development, and no rule or condition shall require improvements
150 outside of the proposed development to be undertaken by the
151 applicant or the dedication without fair compensation of land to
152 serve other than the projected internal needs of such major devel-153 opments, its residents, users or occupants. The rules may provide
154 for the designation of land by the special permit authority to be
155 excluded from development for up to three years to permit its
156 acquisition for a public purpose.
157 The rules shall require the construction of ways, driveways,
158 walks and parking areas, and the installation of municipal services
159 and improvements comparable to those constructed by the city or
160 town, or as required by the local ordinances or by-laws, or consis-161 tent with good engineering or planning practice and design stand-162 ards, including without limitation guardrails and fences, screening,
163 boundary monuments, street trees and name signs and other acces-164 sory features and appurtenances. The local ordinance or by-law or
165 the rules shall provide that the special permit granting authority
166 may specify a reasonable time, related to the size of the develop-167 ment, within which the required improvements shall be completed
168 and may prescribe the timing of improvement in relation to the
169 construction and occupancy of buildings in the development or
170 subdivision. Said ordinance or by-law and the rules shall provide
171 that the special permit granting authority shall require as a condi-
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tion of special permit and prior to the recording thereof a bond or
other security in the form and amount acceptable to the authority
and adequate to cover the estimated cost of completing all required
improvements to the site at the end of the specified period or to
restore the site or portions thereof to an acceptable condition if the
project is abandoned.
The development shall be subject to the rules for major developments and the zoning applicable at the time major development
application is submitted to the special permit granting authority,
however any modifications after the required ways, municipal
services and site improvements have been completed and the security therefor released or after five years, whichever is later, shall be
subject to the zoning and the rules then in effect. If the special
permit provides for construction in several phases with a separate
surety for each phase, sections of the major development in which
no substantial construction has begun beyond the initial clearing
five years after the submission of the application shall be governed
by the zoning by-law or ordinance which will be in effect at that
time.

The rules may provide that the plans submitted for review need
final plans suitable for recording, but the rules shall
that
final plans suitable for recording shall be prepared,
provide
incorporating all modifications imposed by the special permit
granting authority, that such final plans shall be endorsed by said
authority and become a part of the special permit, if granted, and
that the plans showing the location, dimensions, areas, designation
and ownership or status of all ways, rights of ways, easements, lots
and reservations shall be recorded in the registry of deeds or filed in
the land registration office, together with irrevocable grants to the
city or town to use, operate, repair, replace and maintain said ways,
easements and the municipal services installed therein, said grants
to become effective upon acceptance by city or town. Copies of all
final plans shall be filed with the special permit granting authority
for major developments and shall be transmitted by it to appronot be the

priate agencies.
The prohibition of requirement to perform work outside of the
major development or to dedicate land shall not preclude the
applicant from volunteering to do so, provided the applicant
secures written consent of all whose rights are affected.
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Section 9-C. The special permit granting authority shall monitor performance under a special permit for a major development
and strict compliance with all conditions of the permit; it may
designate agents or employees to perform all or parts of this task.
Members of said authority, its designated agents and employees
may enter upon lands within any proposed or permitted major
development and there make examinations and surveys and place
monuments and marks, and the rules of said authority may require
the applicant to give advance notice of intent to begin any construction operation and to provide a reasonable opportunity for

inspection.
Upon a written application of owners of 25 or more percent of
land in a major development or when it has reason to believe that
the terms and conditions of the special permit therefor are being
violated, the special permit granting authority shall have the right
to modify or revoke, wholly or in part, such a special permit,
provided that no revision shall require change in improvements or
construction work performed in accordance with the special permit or increase work requirements, except with the consent of the
applicant, and no revision or revocation of the special permit shall
affect the rights of individual lot or building owners within the
major development who had acquired them for their own use from
the applicant or applicant’s successors in title to all or part of the
major development, except with the written consent of such individual owners. A lessee, using or intending to use or occupy a
non-residential facility within the major development shall be
accorded the same treatment as an owner in this respect.
The procedure for the revision or revocation of a special permit
for a major development shall be the same as for the grant of such a
permit, except that the special permit granting authority may
initiate it and, if so, shall bear the cost.
The rules for major developments may provide that minor revisions which do not affect the location of ways or easements, do not
increase the number of dwelling units or the intensity of use by
more than 5 percent, do not affect any legal conditions or requirements of the special permit, do not violate the applicable provisions of the zoning by-law or ordinance or of the rules for major
developments and do not significantly change the location of any
improvements may be made without action by the special permit
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250 granting authority by submitting to it a plan and a description of
251 the proposed minor revision signed by the applicant. If the author252 ity concurs or does not object in writing within 30 days, the minor
253 revision becomes effective and the applicant may, if applicable,
254 submit a plan of such minor revision for endorsement by the
255 planning board as provided in section 81-P of chapter 41 and for
256 recording.
257
Upon submission of an application for a major development, no
258 land therein, other than the entire tract on which the major develop- «
259 ment is proposed shall be conveyed, and no building permit shall
260 be issued, nor shall any site improvement or construction of build!
261 ings or structures begin, until the special permit, the final develop262 ment plan related thereto and any other legal instruments required
263 by the special permit have been recorded and security for the
264 construction of ways and other improvements to serve the land to
265 be built upon or conveyed has been accepted by the special permit
266 granting authority and deposited in the office of the town or city
267 clerk, and the appeal period pursuant to section 17 hereof has
268 elapsed. Conveyances or construction in violation hereof may be
269 voided upon complaint to the superior court within three years of
270 the violation and the land ordered restored to its pre-violation
271 ownership and condition and the persons responsible for such
272 conveyance or construction shall be liable for the cost of restora273 tion and for the damages to other parties.
274
Section 9-D. Copies of applications, plans and supporting data
for
275
subdivisions and developments or regional significance, as
276 defined in section 9-A, shall be transmitted forthwith to the
11l regional planning agency within whose district or clearinghouse
278 jurisdiction the city or town is located, to the office of state plan279 ning, to the office of environmental affairs, and if the designation is
280 by virtue of proximity to a Commonwealth or county facility, to
281 the agency having charge of that facility.
282
The special permit granting authority shall give full considera- »
283 tion and weight to the recommendations of such regional and
284 Commonwealth agencies relative to the proposed subdivision or
285 development ofregional significance and shall, to the extent possi286 ble, incorporate them as conditions of the special permit or as
287 reasons for its denial. Commonwealth agencies and regional plan-
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ning agencies shall be given notice of the public hearing and
opportunity to offer testimony, and shall be sent copies of the
complete decision or special permit for developments and subdivisions of regional significance.
If a subdivision or development is deemed to be of regional
significance because of its size, dedication of land and contribution
of a reasonable amount of money may be required as a condition or
special permit to help cope with the rapid increase in demand on
municipal services and facilities, such as water supply, wastewater
and solid waste disposal, streets, schools, recreation, fire and police
services. The amount of contribution shall not exceed 50 percent of
the cost of construction and operation of the services and facilities
based on the ratio the estimated added demand bears to the city or
town-wide demand, and shall include an allowance for the fair cost
of any land dedicated. Recommendations of the regional planning
agency may be requested in estimating such added cost.
Filing fee for developments of regional significance, as for other
major developments, shall be based on the size and complexity of
development and on the estimated advertising, review and monitoring or inspection costs.

SECTION 2. Chapter 41 of General Laws is hereby amended
by inserting a new section 81-AA reading as follows;
Section 81-AA. In any city or town which has accepted sections
9-A through 9-D, inclusive, of chapter 40A, subdivisions of
regional significance and major subdivisions, as defined pursuant
to said sections, for which no definitive plan has been submitted
prior to the effective date of this section shall require special
permits under chapter 40 A and shall not be approved pursuant to
provisions of sections 81-K through 81-GG hereof.

